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Future Continuous Tense

Affirmative sentences

Affirmative sentences are the simple form of future continuous tense in 

which first form of verb is used along with ing and the helping verbs for this 

tense are the will/shall be. The formation of this tense is given below in 

which subject is placed at the first position which is followed by the helping 

verb along with ing form and object is placed at the end.

Formation:

Sub + helping verb (will/shall be) + 1st form of verb + ing + object.

Examples:

 We shall be listening a noval.

 I shall be playing cricket match.

 They will be less working hard.

 You will be playing hokey.
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Future Continuous Tense

Negative sentences:

In case of this tense, when we have to make negative sentences, we use not 

after (will, shall) and before be.

Formation:

Subject + helping verb (will, shall) + not + be + 1st form of verb + ing + object.

Examples:

 It will not be raining.

 She will not be riding a horse.

 She will not be weeping.

 Ali will not be teasing me.

 We shall not be drawing a picture..

 She will not be making tea.

 I shall not be playing football.
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Future Continuous Tense

Interrogative sentences:

In case of interrogative sentences, helping verb (will, shall) is placed at the 

start of the sentence before subject and be is placed after subject. And a 

question mark is added at the end.

Formation:

Helping verb (will, shall) + Subject  + be + 1st form of verb + ing + object + ?

Examples:

 Shall we be playing?

 Will you be singing?

 Will klay be running?

 Shall we be playing?

 Shall we be thinking about study?

 Shall Ali be ringing tune?


